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Everything is becoming informed by data



You want to get better at content.



You need to get better at content.



And everything needs to get done faster
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Meanwhile, this is how content gets created...

CONTENT

CREATION



Your companies have lots of aspirations for your content:

● Style guides

● Tone of voice / Brand guidelines

● Terminology/Words & Phrases/Keywords

● Compliance

● Emotions

● Gender Balance



… but you have no way to operationalize them. 

It tends to get a bit chaotic - Content Chaos is a huge and expensive 

problem.



We capture all your content goals in our 

platform, and our AI engines can then analyze 

content against those goals…1.



We can automatically score content (and we can 

prove this correlates with human judgement). 2.



Not only can we give a score, but we can give 

real-time guidance to writers/editors as they 

write on how to fix the issues we find. 3.



We provide powerful and flexible content 

analytics. 4.



Active Content Governance



What can Active Content Governance do for me?



What you want to do



What you want to do

What you’re doing now



Aspirations



Aspirations

Reality



Goals



Goals

“DNA”



So how can Content Analytics help me?



Goals
Why are we doing this?



Findability
My content needs to be available



Consistency
My content needs to ...

Findability
My content needs to be available



Consistency
My content needs to ...

Liveliness
My content needs to project ...

Findability
My content needs to be available



Emotions
My content needs to trigger ...Consistency

My content needs to ...

Liveliness
My content needs to project ...

Findability
My content needs to be available



Emotions
My content needs to trigger ...Consistency

My content needs to ...

Liveliness
My content needs to project ...

Engagement
My content needs to convert

Findability
My content needs to be available



Emotions
My content needs to trigger ...Consistency

My content needs to ...

Clarity
My content needs to do its job

Liveliness
My content needs to project ...

Engagement
My content needs to convert

Findability
My content needs to be available





Key Dimensions on Content Effectiveness

Readability
Sentence Length
Flesch Reading Ease
Complex Constructions
Clarity Tone

Informality
Liveliness

Emotions
Gender

Velocity



These are now all becoming measurable...



Let’s look at some pictures...



Sentence Length



Why?

Sentence length is a good simple indicator of content 
complexity

Sentence Length



What does good look like?
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Steep gradient = mainly shorter 
sentences

What does good look like?
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How are we doing?

Actual real data...



Flesch Reading Ease



Why?

Is a standard indicator of readability

Flesch Reading Ease



What does good look like?

Flesch Reading Ease
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What does good look like?
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Flesch Reading Ease



Flesch Reading Ease



Flesch Reading Ease







Complex Language



Complex Language

Formal phrases

Too many passives

...



What does good look like?

Complex Language



How are we doing?



How are we doing?

Target here?



How are we doing?

Target here? or here?



It depends…



It depends…

Set realistic and appropriate goals



It depends…

Set realistic and appropriate goals

The benchmark for “clear” is different for different types of 
content



Tone of voice - metrics to help you move...



Conversational Tone



Liveliness



The Acrolinx Platform is open for business...



Emotions







Gender







And there is more to come...



So where do all these numbers get me?



A measurable definition of ”better”.



Now think about how to A/B test your content for your 
audience.



Make sure that what you think is better

really works better. 



So far, so good?



So now I have better, what about faster?
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Content Tracking: 

● Metadata, IF it’s available and reliable



Content Tracking: 

● Metadata, IF it’s available and reliable
● Fingerprinting: a new way of tracking content across 

formats, tools, processes. 



Fingerprinting?





Forensics for your content. 



Fingerprinting



So, what else is it good for? 



For a start:

● Reuse



For a start:

● Reuse (topic level)
● What’s related (topic level)



For a start:

● Reuse (topic level)
● What’s related (topic level)
● Plagiarism



For a start:

● Reuse (topic level)
● What’s related (topic level)
● Plagiarism
● Velocity



Velocity?



content velocity noun
con·tent ve·loc·i·ty | \ ˈkän-ˌtent və-ˈlä-sə-tē  , -ˈlä-stē\

plural content velocities

Definition of content velocity

1a: The speed with which you can get content done 

to the appropriate level to meet your customers’ needs. : SPEED

// the velocity of content

content velocity

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/noun
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/speed


Coming soon: Content Velocity Metrics



Coming soon: Content Velocity Metrics



Coming soon: Content Velocity Metrics



To sum up, two things... 



To sum up, two things... 



We help you create better content. 



We help you create better content. Faster.



As Laura Bellamy said:

“Quality at scale at the pace of business“



As Laura Bellamy said:

“Quality at scale at the pace of business“} }
Better Content. Faster.



Better Content. Faster



Better Content. Faster



Thank you!


